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1 - About Us

Stichting Al-Sorour is a beacon of hope, 

providing free aid activities to ignored and 

neglected  communities.  Al-Sorour was 

established in the Netherlands in 2018  and 

set  its focus on  Bangladesh, providing   

structural   humanitarian activities. Our 

vision is to spread joy, love, and safety, 

transform the lives of those in need and 

poverty. We are committed to provide 

support   on    healthcare,     education,    

sustainability, Refugees and  emergency  

relief,  and crating brighter future for all. 

Join us in this transformative journey 

today

ABOUT US

al-sorour.com.bd

BUILDING HAPINESS AND HUMANITY
THROUGH STRUCTURAL HUMANITARIAN

ACTIVITIES TOGETHER



2 - Our Members

Ph.D. Holder Philanthropist

Islamic Scholar Public Speaker

Professor

RACHID NAFI
Dr.

Our Esteemed Ambassador
Embodiment of our Dreams 
and Pillar of Progress.

Dr. Rachid Nafi is a renowned Islamic scholar celebrated for his dedication to 

learning, advocacy, and humanitarian efforts. Hailing from Rabat, Morocco, he 

diligently pursued education under esteemed mentors, culminating in a Doctor 

of State degree in Sunnah and its sciences. He champions the ethos of 

balanced Islamic practice.

A dynamic force in relief initiatives, Dr. Nafi actively participates in projects 

aiding refugees, marginalized, and persecuted communities across the globe. 

His enlightening lectures and seminars have touched diverse audiences in 

numerous nations.

Now, he is a resident of the Netherlands, where his life epitomizes an unwaver-

ing commitment to both Islamic scholarship and compassionate endeavors. 

His affiliation with us fills us with pride. He ignites our aspirations, fuels our 

endeavors, and we anticipate accomplishing significant feats through his 

inspiration

Long Live the Legacy of Doctor Rachid Al-Nafi

al-sorour.com.bd

Ph.D. Holder

Philanthropist

Writer

Poet Columnist

Professor

AMDAD KHAN
Dr.

Country Director in Bangladesh
Beacon of Dedication and Leadership

A dedicated and accomplished businessman, who's made a positive impact 

through quality products and services. His philanthropic spirit and commitment 

to social activities have left a profound mark. As the founder chairman of Sticht-

ing Al-Sorour, he leads us toward our mission and vision with his wisdom and 

unwavering dedication, tirelessly working to create a brighter future for all.

Amdadul Haque Khan, renowned for his roles as a social activist, philanthropist, 

writer, and poet, emphasizes education through his Ph.D. and professorship. His 

compassionate initiatives empower self-sufficiency, better water facilities, 

toilets, mobile healthcare, and more, enhancing communities. As former 

WWHRF chairman and Human Rights Commission advisor, he sustains impactful 

contributions through various endeavors and publications.

SOUFIANE KASBAR
Mr.

Our Honorable Chairman
Guiding Us with Vision and Wisdom
Towards Unwavering Excellence

Successful Entrepreneur Philanthropist

Social Worker

amdadkhan.com
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Our commitment to mosque development focuses on building sacred spaces 
that foster unity and serve as centers of peace and other humanitarian, charity, 
and social activity centers for the community.

-- Where Faith Meets Charity, Powered by Community

MOSQUE AND CULTURAL CENTER

Our orphanage and care center for the elderly provide a nurturing and caring 
environment for vulnerable children and elderly individuals, ensuring they 
receive the love, growth, and support they deserve.

-- Embracing them with the Care They Deserve

ELDERCARE AND ORPHANAGE

Building and supporting permanent and temporary schools in rural areas. We 
also focus on providing educational opportunities to marginalized, ignored and 
autistic populations. Offering various programs to empower individuals to 
access education.

-- Unlocking Minds, Erase Ignorance

EDUCATION INITIATIVES

We support diverse ethnic groups, particularly in border areas, facilitating their 
integration into modern society. We remain deeply committed to addressing 
the plight of 1 million Rohingya refugees who have endured a bleak existence in 
Rohingya camps in Bangladesh since 2017.

-- Embrace Diversity, Support Unity

SUPPORTING ETHNINC MINORITIES

Rapidly responding to natural disasters and emergencies, including floods, 
storms, cyclones, and disease outbreaks like typhoid, dengue, cholera, malaria, 
etc. Swiftly delivering immediate assistance and support to effected regions, 
prioritizing their safety and overall well-being.

-- Rebuilding Communities From Devastation to Restoration

DISASTER RELIEF AND RECOVERY

Establishing and enhancing hospitals and clinic chains from cities in remote 
areas to provide paid, discounted, and free medical services, ensuring that 
quality healthcare extends Beyond the Horizon.

-- Healthcare Without Borders, From Cities to Remote Areas

HEALTHCARE DEVELOPMENT

Conducting workforce development programs for men and womens, offering 
skill-building workshops, and providing entrepreneurship opportunities to uplift 
individuals and communities, unlocking their potential for sustainable growth

-- From Learning to Earning, Paving Paths to Prosperity

EMPOWERMENT AND SKILL DEVELOPMENT

Establishing infrastructures to increase water accessibility for underprivileged 
communities, particularly remote regions. Also promoting hygiene practices  
and conducting sensitization and impactful awareness campaigns for better 
health outcomes. 

-- A Drop of Hope: Bringing Clean Water to Every Doorstep

WATER AND HYGIENE
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Bangladesh regularly faces recurring cyclones, devastating floods, the Rohingya 
refugee crisis, and seasonal disease outbreaks, all of which present profound 
humanitarian and environmental challenges.

Desease Outbreaks: Bangladesh 
faces diseases and seasonal 
outbreaks, leaving people vulnerable 
due to limited access to clean 
water and geography. They are 
frequently exposed to cholera, 
typhoid, dengue fever, malaria, and 
other illnesses, causing widespread 
suffering.

Rohingya Refugees: The Rohingya 
crisis has led nearly a million people 
to seek refuge in Bangladesh. Our 
commitment to their well-being 
drives us to provide emergency 
relief, support education, advocate 
for rights, empower women, and 
work tirelessly towards lasting 
solutions.

Floods: Floods are very frequent 
occurrences in Bangladesh, 
impacting more than 7 million 
people annually. In some places, 
immediate rescue operations, 
permanent infrastructures, and 
months-long supports for rehabilita-
tion, as well as the provision of food 
and medicine, are necessary.

Instant and Basic 
relief assistance

Extensive rescue and 
evacuation operation

Permanent and 
Temporary Shelters

Steady Supply
 of Vital Aids

Rebuild Homes, Schools 
and Other infrastructures

Fostering Awareness and Self-
Preparation for Future Disasters

Storm and Cyclone: Bangladesh and 
its neighboring regions are prone to 
approximately sixteen cyclones 
every year,  impacting more than 1 
million people each year. These 
disasters cause extensive damage 
to homes, schools, agricultural lands, 
and other important structures in 
rural and coastal areas.

Rebuilding Communities From Devastation to Restoration

DISASTER RELIEF AND RECOVERY
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Arsenic Densed

Pipeline Boring

Highland Area

Plain Area

We tailor products for each location to ensure a seamless user experience. We 
avoid building wells and toilets that might be unusable during certain water level 
fluctuations. Costs vary based on factors like location, user demographics, water 
levels, and transportation. The following chart represents the cost differance for a 
basic hand pump water well in different areas.

COST FACTOR

2 billion people use a drinking water source contaminated 
with feces.

More than 1.5 million people die from diarrheal diseases 
globally. Most of them are children.  

Providing toilets for maintaining privacy and 
hygiene along with comfort.

Providing public facilities for washing clothes 
and dishes, bathing, access to clean water, 
etc for those who don’t afford.

Others

Providing all kinds of water facilities from a 

small setup like a suction well to heavy water 

infrastructure.

Conducting various public awareness 
campaigns highlighting the impact of clean 
water and proper sanitization.

Finding suitable areas where 
a specific facility is required.

Designing a budget worthy facility 
that fulfills the individual’s needs.

Fund collection.

Construction

Access to clean water and maintenance of sanitization and hygiene is a crucial 
factor for promoting overall public health and for preventing the spread of diseas-
es. Here at Al-Sorour, we deliver these facilities in rural areas, where there is 
limited access to clean water and promote a healthier and safer lifestyle for all.
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Worker and Talent Support

Supporting entrepreneurship

We focus on finding and bringing in skilled 
individuals for job roles or specific tasks within 
organizations and   projects. We also make sure 
that they're safe and their performance is 
assessed. We locate capable workers and 
talents and put them in roles where their 
progress is monitored closely. We aim to break 
down barriers to employment opportunities.

We empower individuals with the mindset, skills, and knowledge to become 
successful entrepreneurs, and create their own paths to financial independence 
and personal fulfillment.

Essential 
Business 
Skills

Offering 
Business 
Consultation

Facilitating 
Entrepreneurial 
Opportunities

Cultivating
Structural 
Work Ethics

We empower individuals, fostering self-sufficiency and sustainability for a 
skilled and talented workforce, vital to a country's development. Addressing 
root causes, we aim to eradicate poverty and reduce charity dependency, 
envisioning a thriving nation where citizens' potential is unlocked, ensuring a 
brighter, prosperous future for all.

EMPOWERMENT 
AND SKILL DEVELOPMENT

Training Programs
Embracing Growth through Our Multifaceted
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.

We take on all the responsibilities of 
their basic needs and accommo-
date them with hostels, ensure 
healthcare coverage, and other 
essential needs

Orphanage
Our work includes setting up elder 
education centers and offering 
various courses and facilities to 
encourage self-education among 
seniors.

Education for the Elderly

Fulfilling their personal needs, 
stipends, scholarships, hostels, and 
ensuring healthcare coverage 
alongside other essential educa-
tional requirements.

Autestics and Disabled Individuals
Explore diverse extracurriculars for 
creative, collaborative, and personal 
growth, unlocking new skills and 
passions beyond the classroom.

Extra Curricular Activities

EMPOWERING MINDS, BUILDING A FUTURE OF BANGLADESH
by providing aid and support in the following sectors
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HEALTHCARE MANAGEMENT BOARD

Campaign Launch Quality Improvement Financing

Oversees the overall functioning and strategic direction 
of our service center and ensures optimal quality and 
resource allocation.

HOSPITALS IN MAJOR CITIES

ICU Healthcare Experts Specialized Units Operation Theater

Offers comprehensive care for various medical needs. 
Expert doctors and advanced equipment for conditions 
like kidney issues, neurological disorders, cancers, etc.

CLINICS IN SUB-URBS

General Medical Checkups Maternel Treatment Seasonal Treatment

Provides primary healthcare services to locals on 
common medical concerns, and regular check-ups 
such as diabetes, maternal, and seasonal treatments.

HEALTH AGENTS IN REMOTE AREAS

First Aid Basic Medical Service Medicine Supply

Healthcare providers collaborate with us to deliver 
essential medical services and provide first aid assis-
tance in remote and underserved areas.

Every day almost 800 women 
die from preventable causes 
related to pregnancy and 
childbirth. 95% of them are 
from low-income countries. 

The healthcare situation in rural areas in 
Bangladesh is challenging. Limited 
access to medical services, inadequate 
infrastructure and lack of awareness 
causes high rates of infectious diseases, 
maternal  mortalities and other deseases. 
We're working hard to make things better.

HEALTHCARE

HOW YOU CAN HELP US
DONATION

PARTNERSHIP

Your small effort can have a tremendous impact on someone else’s life. Your 
contribution, will play a vital role in constructing hospitals and healthcare 
facilities. These institutions will serve their purpose by offering discounted/free 
medical services. Through your support, lives will be saved, and the burden of 
suffering will be lessened. Join us in our movement, and together, let's make a 
meaningful difference in the world of healthcare.

Join us in collaborative efforts for 
accessible healthcare. Partner with 
resources, expertise, and outreach 
programs to build sustainable 
medical facilities and promote 
healthcare equality.

VOLUNTEER

Healthcare professionals, your time 
and expertise can create a direct 
impact. Join our programs to be a 
vital part of our mission. Your 
compassion brings hope and 
healing to those without access to 
medical services.
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HAVE AN IDEA? SHARE WITH US

/alsorour.com.bd al-sorour.com.bd/al-sorour

info@al-sorour.com.bd +8801752286917 +8801752286917

Our versatile donation options enable you to support specific projects, project 
categories, and campaigns with donations of varying sizes, starting from as 
little as $1. Your generosity is harnessed to make a positive impact on the lives 
of those we serve. For more information on payment processes, policies, 
available payment methods, and additional details, please visit our website. 
Rest assured, we accept a wide range of payment options to accommodate 
your preferences. If you need any assistance, feel free to contact us.

Your invaluable support and kindness make everything we do 
possible. Support us to create a better future for them.

Less than 1% of what the world spends every year on weapons would be 
needed to put every child into school

Money Transfer Methods:

Beneficiary:
Account Number:
Bank:
Branch:
Swift Code:
Mobile:

STICHTING AL SOROUR
1813002877
Commercial Bank  of Ceylon PLC
Progati Sarani SME Service Centre
CCEYBDDH
+8801752-286917

Bank Details:

Bank Transfer E-Payment Cheque Payment

DONATE US

Uniting Hearts, Ensuring Safety, 
Creating a world full of Love and Joy


